„DO NOT TOUCH!?“ QUESTIONS OF PRESERVATION, TRANSFORMATION, AND SUSTAINABILITY OF LANDSCAPE AS CULTURAL HERITAGE

4th May 2020

Joint Online-Workshop of the
Centre for Landscape and Culture, Tallinn University and IFZO, University of Greifswald

PROGRAM

11:00 (CEST)
WELCOME

Michael North (University of Greifswald)
Coastal Areas as Sites of Memory

Hannes Palang (University of Tallinn)
Landscape and Cultural Sustainability

DISCUSSION

11:45
Raili Nugin (University of Tallinn)
Mobilities and Cultural Heritage: Challenges of Communities in Estonian Rural Areas

Stefan Ewert (University of Greifswald)
The Ecosystem Services of Wetlands Today and Mires as Cultural Heritage

DISCUSSION

12:30
Antje Kempe (University of Greifswald)
Seascapes. Inventions of a Cultural Landscape

Anu Printsman and Tarmo Pikner (University of Tallinn)
Marine Landscapes: Heritage, Coastal Mobility and Planning

DISCUSSION

FINAL CONCLUSION

Zur Teilnahme senden Sie bitte eine E-Mail mit ihrem Namen und dem Betreff "Registrierung Tallinn Mai 2020“ an ifzo@uni-greifswald.de. Sie erhalten am Tag des Workshops eine E-Mail mit dem Zugangslink.